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Perfect for pre-schoolers, this board book version of the popular Milet Picture Dictionary features

similar vibrant artwork in a simpler format for younger children.
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I bought this for my daughter. I am from Brasil. The pictures in this book are colorful and nice. The

Portuguese translations are not all current or correct. I would not recommend this for readers

interested in up-to-date Brasilian portuguese.

This is a great little book. It is best for kids in bilingual families who are at that stage of wanting to

name things; the board book presumes that the adult reader knows enough of the second language

to pronounce the words. Our grand-daughter liked repeat reads of this book. It contains enough

words to be really quite useful to the adult reader whose vocabulary in the second language needs

development!

This book is really cute and has a lot of pictures to reference. It is great for bilingual babies and

children. I would have given 5 stars except the last two pages which is "colors" was in a different

language that I do not recognize, obviously a printing error but still not acceptable (the rest of the



book is Portuguese/English). Returning the book because of an error on two pages was more of a

pain so I just kept it.

The pictures are not that great and translation is poor for quite a few words in this dictionary

perhaps because it does not specify if this is Brazilian Portuguese or not. One example, the picture

of a coffee cup is translated to "chavena" (?) instead of xicara....Publisher should specify what kind

of Portuguese this is and/or do a better job at translating the words. Do not recommend this book.

I gave this book to a family where the Dad speaks Portuguese so he could read to his daughter - he

loved it. The Mom also loved it too, because it helps her with her Portuguese.

I gave this book to my "foster" child in Brazil. She tells me that she loves it and she reads it every

day.

I like this book because it covers every day to day things in it. From body parts to foods. My 18

month old loves it and wants to look at it all the time. It's a great way to introduce another language.

The problem with this is that it doesn't show how to pronounce the words. If you can't say it, then it

just doesn't make sense to be learning it, you won't be understood.
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